Follow through …
Long-term Thinking …
Guaranteed Success …

Your Formula For Success!

We put your money-making formula in this FREE, 6-page ebook that you can keep right on your desktop to read immediately and then continue reading over and over again - because it is the Key to "Your Formula For Success!"

What does Follow through, Long-term Thinking and Guaranteed Success all have in common and, more importantly, what does it all have to do with YOU?

It's "Your Formula For Success" and here's how it's going to work for you ...

Most people fail because of their "lack of follow through." But we're not going to concentrate on or get into all of the reasons why people don't follow through with what they should do – all we’re going to point out here is ... unsuccessful people just don't follow through - Period!

But not you – not this time anyway – if this has been you in the past - you're going to follow through this time and here's why ...

Because you’re truly ready to give up the old ways of doing things that just don’t work. You want more this time. You want success instead of failure. We know you’re ready for success this time because you have been following through with what it takes to get to this point to be reading “Your Formula For Success!” And … because you've already made a drastic change in your thinking - it's going to quickly and easily make a drastic change in your financial future. Yes, your success is more than just around the corner … Your Success Is Here Right Now!

When you simply do your part by following through in signing up with 1WeekToWealth.com and give it your long-term successful thinking instead of your short-term failure thinking … we are going to " Guarantee Your Success!"
YES! You heard it right ... we are going to "Guarantee Your Success" and here's how simple and easy it's going to be for you to finally be Successful.

We have heard this exact phrase time and time again: “I’ll give this thing 3 to 4 weeks to see how it goes and if it’s not going good by then, I’m out of here!” That person is dead serious when they’re saying that. Well that person is also dead wrong when they’re saying that. They might as well just have said: “I’ve been failing all of my life, doing that 3 to 4 week thing, going from program to program and trying every company to see if it will be this next company that will make me rich - so why change now?”

Well the reason a person wants to change that type of destructive thinking is because that short-term thinking only leads to absolute failure and disaster. But long-term thinking leads to success and real wealth. So much so that we are going to do what no company has ever done.

We are going to give you the exact formula for your success and we are even going to back it up with a Solid 100% Iron-clad Guarantee! And Yes … this Rock Solid Guarantee is for YOU!

**Here’s Your Formula For Success …**

Simply join 1WeekToWealth.com and plan on staying around for just 12 months. That’s right, do your part by following through with your long-term thinking for a minimum of 12 months. You simply follow through with our step-by-step guidance of how to build your 1WeekToWealth.com business. This also includes being able to take full advantage of our monthly “Guaranteed Referrals” for your business!

We’ll do our part by giving you not only the guidance you need but the exact same methods Frank A Trueblood has used for over 25 years that he’s only shared with a handful of people until now. After following Frank’s “Formula For Success” … if you are not totally satisfied with the amount of money you are making at the end of that short 12-month period … we will refund every last penny that you spent on your membership with us - that by the way, costs less than fifty dollars a month. This means you could get the money back you paid for keeping your membership active every month for those 12 months – **Guaranteed!**

**With this Rock Solid 100% Iron-clad Guarantee, you have absolutely nothing to lose what-so-ever and absolutely everything to gain – it’s just that simple!**
So … How Can We Guarantee Your Success?

It’s easy … After doing this for over 25 years, Frank has perfected and refined this way of making money down to an exact science and for his first time ever, Frank is going to share every bit of his knowledge about it with his 1WeekToWealth.com Members! Because you see – it’s more than a system - it’s a way of doing things.

All you have to do is simply follow in Frank’s easy-to-follow step-by-step process that’s even laid out in picture and video format. This makes it a breeze when it comes to following Frank’s exact steps. And the exciting part about it is you’ll be having so much fun in the process, you’ll have to keep pinching yourself to make sure you’re not just dreaming.

In fact, the more fun you have, the more time you’ll want to spend doing what you’re doing and the more money you’ll be making with your exciting 1WeekToWealth business. You’ll soon be saying to yourself – are you kidding me? I’m not just doing this for 12 months … I’m going to be doing this for the rest of my life!

For the first time ever, you’re about to learn a basic solid fundamental principle and method for guaranteed success way beyond anything you could have ever imagined. It’s what Frank calls living his life like our very productive and very successful likeable little creatures called … ants. Frank prepares all winter for summer and then prepares all summer for the winter. This causes a perpetual cycle of pure success for those 12 months in a year!!! It’s brilliant when you stop and think about it.

It not only guarantees your success month by month but it also guarantees your success year after year! It’s what makes it possible for us to guarantee your success.

Just look at what Bob and Sherri Wargin said when Frank shared his well kept inside Formula For Success with them.

"When Frank shared his vision of 1WeekToWealth.com, along with his incredible Formula for Success “with us, we knew immediately that it would literally change the Home-Based Business industry, the Multilevel marketing industry and being an Affiliate as we’ve known it.

"With a background in sales, management and marketing, I’ve found this to be the perfect opportunity to take on the role as a Key Contact for his company. Sharing Frank’s passion to help every individual who wants to build a successful business for themselves, and help others in the process, is exactly what’s needed in these times and this economy - Leveling the playing field and showing everyone a path for success."
"Sherri’s background in business, finance and a passion to affect other nations makes her ideally suited to bring forth Frank’s vision to people and nations around the world.

"With a dedication to his vision and what this company offers to so many people, Sherri and I are excited, committed, and ready to share Frank’s “Formula for Success” with everyone."

This is what some of our other members have to say about 1WeekToWealth.com

"My name is Jean Kadau – from Minnesota - and I have 164 referrals - Yahooooo! I joined 1WeektoWealth.com because Frank said it was based on online AND offline ways of promoting - also I want to enjoy and have fun doing my business for the rest of my life and helping others along the way!"

---------------------------------

“I joined 1WeekToWealth.com because I have first hand experience making thousands with another one of Frank's money making systems. So, when I learned that this one is even easier and more profitable than the one I'm already using, I signed up without hesitation. What's more is I've already referred 143 members. Looks like Frank has done it again!” Wayne Brooks – Maryland

---------------------------------

“Hello Everyone, this is Louis G. Papp, I just wanted to tell you that being in this business is the best thing that ever happened to me! I really cannot wait for this business to go live! I know we will be making money with this business! Getting referrals now is the easiest thing to do! While not all of your referrals will be paid sign ups, just a fact of all businesses, I know a lot of them will be once they see how profitable this business is. I believe you will be amazed at how easy this opportunity will be to operate and maintain once it goes live!” Louis G. Papp

---------------------------------

“I joined 1weektowealth because here is what I was able to observe. It is going to be Push Button Simple, affordable, duplicative, and lucrative. Plus something that can even enhance any other program you are doing, and never a shortage of referrals. Just tell me why a sane person wouldn't be excited by a program like this. This is something everyone will want to be a part of. I had 25 people personally signed up before my first two weeks involved in 1weektowealth.” Eva Bridgewater, Milwaukee, WI

---------------------------------
“George and Connie Costley - from Yuma, AZ - we have 88 referrals so far. We've worked with Frank Trueblood in other business ventures and we know that Frank is 'True' to his word. He’s a genius when it comes to managing his business and he willingly shares with others His "Formula For Success."

This 'Coming Soon' business is exciting for us as we can see that it is affordable for everyone. The product has very real value! Franks knows how to create successful affiliates by Automating the Recruiting System. There's No Limit to How, Who we can market to, whether it be on-line, off-line, worldwide or local.

And last but not least, this will be the Easiest, Most Fun, Most Profitable business in the World. If you can't get excited about that then you better check to see if you’re still breathing.”

---------------------------------

“I joined 1WeekToWealth because of a personal change in our family economy plus wanting to be a part of this new venture. Gerald Phillips, so far has referred 16 to this on-line off-line business opportunity. These referrals come from: friends, a few family members, a waiter and hotel desk-clerk.”

---------------------------------

“My name is Wendell ( Lee ) Sholar From N.C. I have ( 110 ) Referrals in 1weektowealth. I joined 1weektowealth because of some key words like, Easy, Simple, on-line and off-line, also the average guy can do this. I am looking forward to the start-up and I encourage everybody to come on and get on the train before it pulls out of the station.”

---------------------------------

“My name is Paula Barber – from Kansas – and I have 24 referrals. I joined 1WeektoWealth.com because it gave me my dream back.

After experiencing the frustration of traditional network marketing, I was intrigued by Frank’s promise to help the average person become successful.

Most of my referrals have come from those who have never worked the industry before and I am excited to build this with them.”

---------------------------------
"My name is Francisco Moreno, from Mexico and I have 20 referrals. I joined 1weektowealth because this is the best time to start this business, a business that has been created to help the average person (this is you and me) to achieve success."
Greetings, Francisco Moreno.”

---------------------------------

“My name is Richard Latouche from New Brunswick, Canada. I joined Iweektowealth.com because it is designed to help even the average person without marketing experience become successful in a fun, easy way, on-line and off-line. Thank you Frank.”

---------------------------------

"Frank's methods have always fascinated me and created the curiosity and interest that I know was the intention. The direct proof of this is the 174 current signups I have received to 1WeektoWealth which will only grow and grow resulting in a more than worthwhile income!" Alan Chapman, New Zealand

---------------------------------

David Zimmerman from Washington

“I joined the company August 12th and I have sponsored 15 people. I have been in networking marketing for many years. The best success I have had is working with Frank and I truly believe in the man and that is why I am so excited about this program. When Frank says something is going to work, it does!”

To see more comments please visit: http://topratedsystem.com/comments.htm or … you can click on this link.

And remember – this includes on-line and off-line. In fact, you can even order your business cards for off-line right now at: this business card link or - http://topratedsystem.com/1weektowealthbusinesscards.htm

Now you can see why you will succeed with this company and why this is truly:

Your Formula For Success!